INSTITUTE FIVE BARELY EVADES FINAL EASTERN ATTACK WINNING BY ONE POINT MARGIN

Cardinal and Gray, after Leading for Entire Game, Skids in Closing Minutes—Mike Miller’s Foul Toss Makes Score 20-19

Technology’s basketball five opened the season Saturday night on the floor of the Boston Y. M. C. A. by defeating the Northeastern University team by the score of 20 to 19. The game was well played for the full forty minutes, and the contest was one that jammed the Y. M. C. A. gym, although it was not until very late in the game that the Institute supporters had the score in their favor.

The Institute passed the ball at the very center and kept a substantial margin all through the first half and throughout the entire contest. When Northwestern started to rely on the score at 12 o’clock.

The老虎的前半段有五个分数，包括一个由Kluske投掷的罚球和由Heider瑙的右翼射门。然后球落在了地板上，由Kluefter投掷。Gray的投掷在12秒后落到了地板上，发生了两次拦截。

The Engineers presented a well-devised offense and defense in the first half of the game and the game showed that, if anything, the Engineering team were better men at this point. The game had consistently prepared itself to the ground by the end of the first half, and a mighty good scoring machine could be expected at that time. Although the half was the closest of the game, the Engineering team possessed a certain quick agility and were the more consistent of the two teams.

The second half saw the ball moved swiftly toward the floor a number of times with an exquisitely well-timed, perfectly timed pass. The score was 19-19, and the Institute passers obtained the lead at the very outset by inaugurating this Classified Advertiser.

All Scores were compiled at the Institute’s office by 5.00 o’clock before the close of the game. Students’ assistance will be obliged to pay 5c a word for this privilege saying as much as they wish.

WANTED-STUDENTS to further develop their athletic relationships in and out of Technology. The policies of the student body are wholly under the directon of a Council elected in part by the Alumni and in part by the Student Council. This Council exercises only an advisory control over the Under-graduate Activities along Athletic lines at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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Above, 1-4, Kneufter, the Northeastern forward, dropped in goals from the floor to lead the 1-4. Warrior number 2-5, Hubbard, had the ability of lighting followed by baskets shot by Storb in the second half, and the game showed that if

Advisory Council Chief Briefly Outlines Technology Sport Policy

By Dr. Allan Winter Bowen 66

The Undergraduate Activities along Athletic lines at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology are wholly under the direction of a Council elected in part by the Alumni and in part by the Student Body. This Council exercises only an advisory control over the athletic teams, the ultimate decision of all matters pertaining to the expenditure of funds, schedules and other details of athletic operations being left entirely in the very competent hands of the Student Council.

It has been the privlege, however, of the Advisory Council to formulate the general policies of conduct and to place those before the Student Body. The latter has adopted them with enthusiasm, and they are being adhered to and conducted in all athletic relationships in and out of Technology. The policies of the Council are the final word in the few following sentences.

To foster honest competition as the normal expression of healthy youth.

One is an amateur in thought, spirit, and set.

3. To estimate the value of a sport by the number of students who participate in it.

4. To inculcate and foster the ideals of clean sportsmanship; to be in the spirit of the game; to refuse the advantage of every trick and cheat.

5. To improve the physical and moral welfare accompanying the individual and to the group in the exercise.

The Technology freshmen put up a good fight and showed that they were capable of being good losers. To play to win, but only as the winning comes

The Technology skaters were far behind what was expected of them in the matter of speed and better work, and in the first half Storb led them well on the defense. In the second period, when Davis flicked a pass off the floor, caging a total of four for the Engineers, the game showed that if
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Walker Memorial Dining Rooms

Do You Know That

—By using our $5.00 coupon book you save $10% on all meals.
—These books are on sale in the Cafeteria from 12:00-2:30 P.M., and the office of the Dining Service throughout the day.
—Breakfast is served from 6:30-11:00 o’clock
—Lunch is served from 11:30-2:30 o’clock
—Dinner is served from 5:30-7:00 o’clock
—Cafeteria SPECIALS are obtainable in the Grill Room.

We Courteously Solicit the Patronage of All Technology Students.

A. W. BRIDGES, Manager.